International
Space Fashion Show
Name__________________________________
"Welcome to the International Space Fashion Show, where you'll see the latest in sun, moon,
and Earth looks …" We just finished learning about the properties and movements of the sun,
moon, and Earth. To show off all we know about this star, planet and moon, we are putting on
a space fashion show. Look below for what is involved.
1. Each group of up to four (4) people will choose one of the following for their fashion show:
•
•
•

Sun
Moon
Earth

2. Using your science book and your Sun, Moon and Earth Book, try to answer the following
questions:
o What is your space body? _______________________________
o What would be a description of your space body? Talk about the following:
 shape
 water

 size
 life

 mass
 gravity

 color
 light

 temperature
 distance

 atmosphere
 other special
features

Answer these by comparing your space body to the others. EXAMPLE:

the earth is 4 times larger than the moon, or the earth is 100 times
smaller than the sun.
o

How does your space body move? Talk about how your space body:
 rotates and the time it takes
 revolves and the time it takes

3. Write a fashion show script for your space body. This would be what the announcers would
be saying about your space body as it is walking down the runway. Remember, fashion
shows are all about style and looks, so you will need to describe how your space body
looks, and also about the other important information from number 2 above.
4. Have a member of your group dress up as your space body and then walk down the runway
during the fashion show. This costume does not need to be too elaborate, a decorated
garbage or grocery bag, or posterboard will work if thought is put into decorating it.

See reverse side to find out how you earn points for this project.

International
Space Fashion Show
Group Members:









Required Fashion Show items:

Points for
each item:

Scoring:

Fashion Show Script
Write a fashion show script for your space body.

3

Include all necessary information as noted in number 2
above.

10

Creativity—your script is unique, attention-grabbing, funny.

4

Neatness and enthusiasm—your script is well-read and is
read with enthusiasm and good tone. It is clear and easily
understood, not boring and jumbled.

5

Fashion Show Space Body Dress-Up
Dress up as your space body.

1

The walk—if you are going to be a runway model, you
better have a killer walk. Make it be funky, creative, spacey!

1

Creativity—your space body costume is unique, attentiongrabbing, appealing, colorful, and well-designed.

2

Neatness and accuracy—your space body costume is
carefully assembled, not sloppy, and has all the appropriate
parts so that it looks like your space body, not like a cartoon
version of the sun, moon, or Earth.

4

Project Total
(30 points)

Comments:

Group Grade

